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81. Create five new compound nouns for types of food.

82. A TV production company comes to your school and says they are making 
a new TV show written by the child with the best idea. It can be any kind of TV 
show. Write your idea for what you think it should be.

83. You are a dog chasing its tail. Describe what it feels like, and why it’s so fun, 
in the first person, as though you are the dog.

84. You are on a steam train just as it starts moving along the tracks. Describe 
all the sounds you hear.

85. You are by a waterfall in a hidden glade. Describe what the waterfall looks 
and sounds like.

86. You are sitting on top of a lion and ruffle your hands through its mane. What 
does it feel like (do it quickly, before it notices!)?

87. You have made the world’s most delicious soup and need to describe it in 
such a way that other people really want to try it.

88. You are the owner of a company that builds houses and you want people 
to come and buy your houses. What would you put in the brochure to make your 
houses sound really wonderful to live in?

89. You find the perfect conker on a walk and pick it up. Describe what it feels like 
in your hands while you hold it.

90. You invent a new flavour of bubblegum. What is it?

91. You have planted the ugliest flower in the world in a pot and it’s finally grown. 
What does it look like?

92. You have been given the world’s most absolutely disgusting plate of food. 
Describe everything, including what it looks like, smells like and tastes like. Think 
about the texture too!

93. You are an ice cream on a very hot day and are melting. Describe what it  
feels like from the point of view of the ice cream, making the description funny if 
you can.
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94. You are a worm under the ground and are making your way through the soil. 
Describe your journey as though you are the worm.

95. You are sure you saw a beautiful bird that has never been discovered before 
but nobody believes you. Your only proof is one single feather that fell from it 
before it flew away. Describe the feather (remember it has to be different from 
any other bird’s feather).

96. You are a bouncy ball and someone has just bounced you really hard in the 
school playground. Describe your journey in the first person, as though you are 
the ball.

97. You have been given a pair of magic glasses that make everything you look at 
different in one special way. What do your magic glasses do? Describe what it’s 
like to look through them.

98. You are given a bowl of lumpy, cold porridge. Describe what it’s like to eat it.

99. You have found a long piece of shiny ribbon and pick it up. What does it feel 
like as you run it through your fingers?

100. You are a cat stretching out in a sunny spot in the garden. What does it feel 
like? Describe the sensations from the point of view of the cat.

101. Use expanded noun phrases to describe three things you are wearing  
right now.

102. You are a brick in a very high wall, right at the bottom. Describe what it would 
feel like to be the brick underneath all the other bricks.

103. You are an insect stuck in a spider’s web. Describe what it feels like from the 
point of view of the insect.

104. For one day only your school has to look after a herd of farm animals. What 
animals would they be? Describe what it would be like when the animals arrive.

105. You have been asked to invent a new sport. What’s it called and what do 
people playing it have to do?

106. You are ice skating across a big lake to reach your friends on the other side. 
What does it sound like as you skate?

107. How do you know somebody is a really good friend?
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108.  You are at the beach and find a glowing, egg-shaped rock in the water. 
What do you think is inside it and why do you think that?

109. A huge parcel arrives at your house addressed to you. It’s not your birthday 
or a special occasion. Describe what it’s like to open the parcel.

110. There is a competition to make the best cake and you are the judge. The only 
rule is it has to look and taste delicious. Describe the winning cake.

111. You are on a rope swing, swinging from a really high tree. Describe what it 
feels like as you swing.

112. You are holding the perfect marble. What does it feel like in your hand?

113. You get the chance to create and name a new chocolate bar. What is it 
called, and what is it like?

114. You are on a magic, flying carpet. Choose the first place you’d like it to take 
you and describe what you’d see from up in the air.

115. You are the first person to have ever stepped into Tutankhamun’s tomb. 
What do you see, hear, feel, smell?

116. You are on a boat at sea during a storm. What do you hear?

117. You are a wasp hovering around people’s food at a barbeque. What do you 
see and hear the people doing when they notice you?

118. You are an alien visiting Earth for the first time. What are the first things you 
notice and what things seem really strange to you?

119. Describe snow using as many words as you can, but not white, cold, 
freezing, or icy. 

120. You have been asked to design a new coin. What amount would it be for? 
What would it be made of? What would it look like?


